Above: Out at Dick Dunn’s place on the Wairarapa Coast in 1997, doing what we’ve enjoyed all our lives, hitting the bag designed by Dick, signed by Floyd, and made by me.
Billy with Floyd Patterson
Olympic Games Gold Medal
2x World Heavy Weight Boxing Champion
Billy with Joe Frazier
Olympic Games Gold Medal
World Heavy Weight Boxing Champion
Billy with Sugar Ray Leonard
Olympic Games Gold Medal
5x World Heavy Weight Boxing Champion
Billy with Muhammad Ali
Olympic Games Gold Medal
3x World Heavy Weight Boxing Champion
To Bill and Gillian

From Julia

Julia

Gill

Bill from Mom

Dec 30, 1978
Naenae Boxing Academy 2005 – when first purchased
Nine years on from the beginning
Our New Boxing Ring 2013
Our Boxer Rocks
Fundamentals Group with Coach - David
Boys being boys, not monkeys, We grow boys!
NBA Boys with Police Recruit Wing 292 in June 2015
Naenae boys outside of Muhammad Ali’s home in USA
Our Naenae boys at USA Air Force Academy 2014 – boys growing into men
Li Cunxin - “Mao’s Last Dancer” spoke at our Black Tie Dinner and visited our Naenae Boxing Academy
Consideration
Willingness to be kind, thoughtful and consider the interest of others before self.

Honesty & Truthfulness
Willingness not to steal, cheat, lie or be unfair.

Duty
Willingness to do what is right or what a person ought to do; obligation.

Responsibility
Willingness to be answerable, to be trustworthy and accountable for your own conduct and behaviour.

Be nice to people on your way up because you will probably meet them on your way down! When consideration is the sensation that sweeps the nation it will be time for a celebration. Let others learn. Make others happy when you enter a room, not when you leave it. Before thinking of yourself consider the effect of your actions on others. Become an example of how you would like the world to be.

Honesty is the best policy. honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom. If you want to be trusted, don't cover up the truth. If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember what you said. Say "no" if that's what you mean, not just "yes" to please someone. Telling one lie spoils your reputation for telling the truth. If you add to the truth you subtract from it. When someone lies, someone loses. The truth needs no rehearsal.

The things that are your duty and the things that are not work together to define the line you must be willing to draw for yourself. Only a fool acts in the dark. The light that guides us is the light of right and wrong. We should not be shamed and embarrassed by doing what is right. It is right to do what is right. If you have done the right thing, do not be afraid. Wrong advice can come from a well-meaning person. The greatest lesson in life is learning the opportunity to do more. Good is a good thing. Right is the right thing.
We’ve found our man
Cannons Creek boys with coaches and family
Naenae Youth Charitable Trust & Naenae Boxing Academy
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7003 to give $3
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Please TXT boxing or creek